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The goals



Diagnostics

• How can we tell that a Brewer is OK?
– SL, DT, RS, HP, HG (UV?, DS?,…)

• Can we do diagnostics without additional 
software? Yes, but:

– Difficulty with looking for historic data

– Decision-making is primarily subjective

– Time consuming when dealing with many Brewers



Ozone calculations

• Reprocessing starting as far back as possible

– Dispersion tests

– Calibration data (co-located Brewers)

• Tracking the data versions







Implementation



Web-based applications on your 

PC
• Open-source software allows to run web-

based applications on a single computer

• That same computer can be a server and 
database queries can be send via LAN or 
the Internet



Web-based applications on your 

PC
• Open-source software used:

– Apache web-server

– PHP interpreter

– MySQL database engine

• The code is done in PHP

– Scripting language allows to change the 

program quickly when needed



What has been done
• PHP code fully separated from the data: it is 

abstract, i.e. the program doesn’t know what it is 
reading. It gets the formatting information from 
the database. 
– Reads tag-based files (ds 0 ….)

– The same code reads both existing records (DS, HG, 
SL,…) and those that have not been yet implemented

– Database tells what records are known and how to 
read them

• Web-based interface for accessing data

• Database accumulates useful queries for future 
use



What has been done

• Calculation of ozone from raw counts - done

• Calculation of effective ozone absorption –
nearly done

• Caching of results - done 



Brewer diagnostics

• Using the database approach we can 
prepare reports about the data that have 
been collected

– Identify outliers easily

– Keep track of SL and other tests

– Use some intelligence in the diagnostics by 

analyzing several type of tests/observations 

together 

• What leads to the HG failure?

• Did we forget to do HP before HG on a MKIII? 



Current database organization

• Data are put into the database tables 
based on their tag

– DS table

– HG table

• Data from all instruments go in one table

– Instruments can help each other to identify 

problems: why one Brewer made a good DS 

at noon last Friday and the other didn’t?



Current database organization
• Known tags have their columns of data 

named

• For unknown tags columns have “field_1” 
type of names – it is an option.

• Unknown/unrecognized records are put in 
a separate table and files with those are 
copied to a separate directory for ease of 
dealing with them 

• Recognized but erroneous (wrong 
formatting) records are put in normal 
tables but marked





Warnings about the number 
of observations and tests

Helps with scheduling issues 

for observations.

Fully configurable. 
All criteria are in the database 

tables











Conclusions

• This database approach has been 
successfully implemented at the Canadian 
Brewer Network

• Next step is a WWW-accessible version 
for everybody to use and play  
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